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Abstract

Microdeletions and gross deletions are important causes (~20%) of human inherited

disease and their genomic locations are strongly influenced by the local DNA

sequence environment. This notwithstanding, no study has systematically examined

their underlying generative mechanisms. Here, we obtained 42,098 pathogenic

microdeletions and gross deletions from the Human Gene Mutation Database

(HGMD) that together form a continuum of germline deletions ranging in size from 1

to 28,394,429 bp. We analyzed the DNA sequence within 1 kb of the breakpoint

junctions and found that the frequencies of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats,

GC‐content, and the presence of seven of 78 specific sequence motifs in the vicinity

of pathogenic deletions correlated with deletion length for deletions of length ≤30 bp.

Further, we found that the presence of DR, GQ, and STR repeats is important for the

formation of longer deletions (>30 bp) but not for the formation of shorter deletions

(≤30 bp) while significantly (χ2, p < 2E−16) more microhomologies were identified

flanking short deletions than long deletions (length >30 bp). We provide evidence to

support a functional distinction between microdeletions and gross deletions. Finally,

we propose that a deletion length cut‐off of 25–30 bp may serve as an objective

means to functionally distinguish microdeletions from gross deletions.
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DNA sequence motifs, DNA structure, GC content, gross deletions, HGMD, microdeletions,
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1 | BACKGROUND

Deletions are responsible for many human genetic diseases and together

constitute about 20% of all mutations known to cause human inherited

disease (Stenson et al., 2020). Deletions are associated not only with

common disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease (Cukier et al., 2016; Prihar

et al., 1999), Parkinson's disease (Tan, 2016), intellectual disability (Sharp

et al., 2006), autistic spectrum disorders (Sato et al., 2012; Vaags

et al., 2012), and heritable cancers (Guo et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2012) but

also rare or low‐frequency diseases (Nambot et al., 2018). Disease‐

associated deletions in humans may range in size between 1 bp up to

many thousands or even millions of base‐pairs (bp). Historically, the
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Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) has subdivided genomic de-

letions into microdeletions (1–20 bp) and gross deletions (>20bp)

(Stenson et al., 2020), but this distinction was originally made fairly ar-

bitrarily for reasons of practical utility rather than for any cogent biological

reason. Many studies (Carvalho & Lupski, 2016; Keute et al., 2020;

Maranchie et al., 2004; Sahoo et al., 2006) have suggested the involve-

ment of different mechanisms in the formation of microdeletions

and gross deletions including nonhomologous end‐joining (NHEJ),

microhomology‐mediated end‐joining (MMEJ), non‐allelic homologous

recombination (NAHR), retrotransposon‐mediated mechanisms, and

replication‐based errors including fork stalling and template switching

(FoSTeS) and microhomology‐mediated break‐induced replication

(MMBIR) (Abelleyro et al., 2020; Eckelmann et al., 2020; Bauters

et al., 2008; Carvalho et al., 2009; Férec et al., 2006; Gadgil et al., 2020;

Hastings, Ira, et al., 2009; Hastings, Lupski, et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2019;

Lee et al., 2007; Marey et al., 2016; Summerer et al., 2018; J. Vogt

et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2009, 2010). Jahic et al. (2017) have presented

doublet‐mediated DNA rearrangements as a mechanism for the forma-

tion of recurrent pathogenic deletions of exon 10 in the SPAST gene. The

operation of these different mutational mechanisms may be inferred by

the presence of different breakpoint sequence features (Kidd et al., 2010).

Both gross deletions and microdeletions are non‐randomly dis-

tributed in the human genome and are known to be strongly influenced

by the local DNA sequence environment (Cooper et al., 2011; Del Mundo

et al., 2017; Georgakopoulos‐Soares et al., 2018). Previous studies have

found that both gross deletions and microdeletions originate through the

formation and subsequent resolution of aberrant DNA secondary struc-

tures, and we now know that the process of secondary structure for-

mation is strongly sequence‐mediated (Férec et al., 2006; Kouzine

et al., 2017; Krawczak & Cooper, 1991; Wu et al., 2014). Previous studies

have found that the breakpoints of deletions often possess a significant

number of identical nucleotides, indicating the involvement of direct re-

peats (Kato et al., 2008), while replication slippage is recognized as a

common cause of microdeletions (MacLean et al., 2006). Recent studies

have revealed that replication‐based mechanisms are frequently involved

in gross duplications and deletions (Ankala et al., 2012; Carvalho &

Lupski, 2016; Geng et al., 2021; Marey et al., 2016; Tsutakawa

et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2020). Analyzing 8399microdeletions in 940 genes

from HGMD, one early study found that 81% of microdeletions (<21 bp)

were located in the vicinity of direct, inverted, or mirror repeats (Ball

et al., 2005). Another study attempted to relate the occurrence of mi-

crodeletions to the presence of non‐B DNA structures by employing a set

of 17,208 microdeletions (defined as being of length <21 bp), and found

that 56% of microdeletions harbored either direct repeats or mirror re-

peats near the breakpoints (Kamat et al., 2016). An analysis of 11 gross

deletions associated with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease,

early‐onset Parkinsonism, Menkes disease, α+ thalassemia, adrenoleuko-

dystrophy, and hydrocephalus, respectively, concluded that these large

deletions were mediated by negative supercoiling‐dependent non‐B DNA

conformations (Bacolla et al., 2004). Sequence motifs capable of forming

non‐B DNA structures contribute to the genome‐wide instability re-

sponsible for both small‐ and large‐scale copy number variants (Brown &

Freudenreich, 2021; Guiblet et al., 2021). Arlt et al. (2009) reported that

replication stress induces genome‐wide copy number changes resembling

pathogenic deletions and duplications. Most deletion breakpoint junctions

were characterized by microhomologies suggesting that the deletion

breakpoint junctions were formed by MMEJ, NHEJ or a replication‐

coupled process (Seo et al., 2020; Eckelmann et al., 2020; Dutta

et al., 2017). Marey et al. (2016) illustrated the important role of NHEJ in

the formation of DMD gene deletions.

Different forms of sequence capable of forming non‐B DNA

structures predispose certain genomic regions to instability causing

pathogenic rearrangements (Zhao et al., 2010). The relationship be-

tween deletions and non‐B DNA structures has been investigated in

terms of the molecular properties of the deletion breakpoints (the

breakpoints being defined as the junctions between the normal and

rearranged DNA sequences) (Bacolla et al., 2006; Damas et al., 2014;

Keegan et al., 2019). Verdin et al. (2013) identified various genomic

architectural features, including sequence motifs, putative sites of non‐

B DNA conformations, and repetitive elements in breakpoint regions.

Recurrent gross chromosomal rearrangements, including large dele-

tions of several hundred kb are mediated by non‐allelic homologous

recombination (NAHR) (Demaerel et al., 2019; Dittwald et al., 2013;

Harel & Lupski, 2018; Hillmer et al., 2016; Inoue & Lupski, 2002; Liu

et al., 2012; P. H. Vogt et al., 2021). Finally, Abyzov et al. (2015)

analyzed a total of 8943 non‐pathogenic deletion breakpoints from

1092 healthy humans, revealing that NAHR‐mediated breakpoints are

associated with open chromatin. To our knowledge, however, no study

has been performed that systematically explores the range of struc-

tural features associated with, and the mechanisms underlying, the full

spectrum of human pathogenic gene deletions of different lengths,

extending from the smallest of microdeletions to gross deletions. Such

a study is needed to determine how microdeletions differ from gross

deletions in terms of their underlying generative mechanisms, and

whether there is a natural threshold or cut‐off between these two

entities or if they simply form the discrete ends of a continuum.

Besides a relationship between non‐B DNA structure‐forming motifs

and deletion mutagenesis, several studies show that increasing GC con-

tent is associated with elevated rates of mutation and recombination

(Kiktev et al., 2018; Romiguier et al., 2010). Deletion rates also vary

between species in relation to genomic GC content (Hardison et al., 2003;

Lindsay et al., 2019). A study of eutherian genomes found that increased

GC content was associated with an increase in germline deletion fre-

quency (Hardison et al., 2003). In similar vein, an analysis of 33 mam-

malian genomes found that GC‐rich sequences were especially prone to

deletion (Romiguier et al., 2010). These discoveries have indicated the

importance of GC content in the formation of deletions in several dif-

ferent contexts. However, all these studies have either been inter‐species

comparisons or intra‐genome comparisons in healthy humans and did not

investigate pathogenic deletions. Importantly, to our knowledge, no study

has yet investigated the relationship between GC content and deletion

length in a disease context. Thus, here we formally investigate the re-

lationship between GC content and pathogenic deletion length.

Various sequence motifs have been reported to be over‐

represented in the vicinity of microdeletion breakpoints (Ball

et al., 2005). For example, purine‐pyrimidine sequences and
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polypurine tracts are significantly enriched in the vicinity of gross

gene deletions (Abeysinghe et al., 2003). Recurrent large deletion of

1.11‐Mb in 14q32.2 is catalyzed by large (TGG)n tandem repeats

(Béna et al., 2010). One study reporting the breakpoint junctions of

30 rare deletions spanning between 91 bp and 14 kb found that most

breakpoints exhibited microhomologies and were associated with

specific sequence motifs (Vissers et al., 2009). Currently, we estimate

that at least 78 sequence motifs have been found to occur at ele-

vated frequencies in the vicinity of deletion, recombination, or

translocation breakpoints (Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005;

Chuzhanova et al., 2009). Ball et al. (2005) reported 30 motifs, in-

cluding the heptanucleotide CCCCCTG, DNA polymerase pause sites,

and topoisomerase cleavage sites that occurred frequently near de-

letion breakpoints. Chuzhanova et al. (2009) showed that DNA se-

quence motifs, known to be associated with site‐specific cleavage/

recombination, gene mutations, and various “super‐hotspot motifs,”

were over‐represented in the vicinity of microdeletions. However, to

our knowledge, no attempt has as yet been made to analyze a large

set of pathogenic deletions, including both microdeletions and gross

deletions, to systematically explore the relationship between deletion

length and occurrence frequency for the different types of sequence

motif residing in the vicinity of breakpoints.

Here, we have performed an analysis of pathogenic gene dele-

tions on two originally distinct microdeletion and gross deletion da-

tasets from the HGMD (Stenson et al., 2020). Together, these

comprise 42,098 breakpoints in a total of 3685 genes. We used si-

mulated “deletions” matched by length and genomic position as

controls. The purpose of this analysis was to assess the combined

datasets in terms of the frequencies of six types of non‐B DNA‐

forming repeat, GC content, the frequencies of specific sequence

motifs, and microhomologies adjacent to the breakpoints. We pro-

pose several possible mechanisms for the formation of microdele-

tions and gross deletions. In addition, we compare generative

mechanisms of microdeletions and gross deletions and suggest a new

working definition with which to discriminate between microdele-

tions and gross deletions in terms of their size and underlying me-

chanisms of formation.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Mutation and control datasets

In December 2019, the HGMD (Stenson et al., 2014, 2020) Profes-

sional release 2019.4 [http://www.hgmd.org] contained 38,725 mi-

crodeletions of ≤20 bp and 3373 gross (>20 bp) deletions, all

characterized at single base‐pair resolution, then constituting about

20% of all sequence‐characterized mutations causing human in-

herited disease. These two deletion datasets were collected from the

primary literature in precisely the same way; the 20 bp cut‐off em-

ployed historically between microdeletions and gross deletions was

entirely arbitrary and did not influence collation efficiency in any way.

For the purposes of this study, these datasets were merged and were

together termed the “HGMD‐deletion data set.” In total, 42,098

deletions were included in the HGMD‐deletion data set. Of these

deletions, 40,037 (95.1%) have a length ≤106 bp while 2061 (4.9%)

deletions have a length between 107 and 28,394,429 bp. Figure S1

displays the log values of deletion numbers (length <107 bp) along

deletion lengths. Table S1 includes the number of deletions with a

specific length.

To assess the nonrandomness of the HGMD‐deletion data set,

we generated 100 simulated breakpoints for each deletion; these

were randomly sampled within 3000 bp of the upstream region of

each pathogenic deletion breakpoint. This process yielded 4,209,800

random breakpoints for the HGMD‐deletion data set. Then, accord-

ing to the coordinates of the 100 simulated breakpoints, we gener-

ated random deletions that matched each pathogenic deletion in

terms of its length. By centering each simulated breakpoint around a

1 kb bin, we generated a sequence around the breakpoint and in-

cluded it in the control0 data set. In total, the control0 data set

includes 4,209,800 × 2 breakpoints and 4,209,800 × 2 flanking se-

quences. By randomly sampling 10 deletions for each pathogenic

deletion from control 0, we generated the simulated data set, termed

control1 that contained 420,980 deletions. If the simulated se-

quences contained undefined bases (N), these sequences were ex-

cluded from the analysis, and new random breakpoints and flanking

sequences were generated by resampling. The coordinates of the

simulated sequences were retrieved from a genome sequence file in

version hg19 that was downloaded from https://www.

gencodegenes.org/human/. Table S2 shows the coordinates of the

control1 data set.

2.2 | Searching for non‐B DNA‐forming repeats in

flanking sequences

Non‐B DNA‐forming repeats within each flanking sequence were

obtained from the non‐B DB database (Cer et al., 2011, 2013) with

custom filters for mirror repeats (Table S3). As shown inTable S3, the

mirror repeats were filtered by triplex‐motif that is predicted by non‐

B DB as subset = 1. In this study, six types of non‐B DNA‐forming

repeat were considered, specifically direct repeats (DR), inverted

repeats (IR), mirror repeats (MR), G‐quartets (GQ), short tandem re-

peats (STR, and Z‐DNA (Z) (Ghosh & Bansal, 2003; Kondrashov &

Rogozin, 2004; Wells, 2007). More detailed information on each type

of non‐B DNA‐forming repeat is to be found in Table S3. The fre-

quencies of the non‐B DNA‐forming repeats in the flanking se-

quences of the pathogenic deletions were compared with the

frequencies of these repeats in the simulated data, the control1 data

set. Statistical significance was assessed by means of the Student

t test, and a Bonferroni correction was applied to allow for multiple

testing.

For GQs, we divided all GQs into C‐rich GQs and G‐rich GQs. In

DNA replication, the leading strand is elongated continuously in the

direction of fork opening, whereas the lagging strand is made dis-

continuously in the opposite direction producing Okazaki fragments.
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Okazaki fragments in eukaryotes are 150–250 bp in length. When a

G‐rich region is located at the end of a lagging strand in an Okazaki

fragment, G‐rich motifs will occur more often than C‐rich motifs

around deletion breakpoints.

2.3 | Specific sequence motifs in deletion flanking

sequences

From previous publications (Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005;

Chuzhanova et al., 2009), we collected a total of 78 sequence motifs

(Table S4) that have been reported to occur in the vicinity of dele-

tion/rearrangement breakpoints and are thought to play a role in the

breakage and rejoining of DNA molecules. Briefly, Abeysinghe et al.

(2003) listed 36 sequence motifs known to be associated with site‐

specific recombination, mutation, and DNA cleavage. In their later

study, Ball et al. (2005) collected an additional 24 sequence motifs

thought to be involved in site‐specific recombination and putative

deletion/insertion hotspots. Finally, Chuzhanova et al. (2009) re-

ported 18 further motifs associated with deletions and recombina-

tion. We computed the frequency for each of the 78 motifs in the

1 kb‐long sequences flanking the pathogenic deletions from the

HGMD‐deletion data set and in the control0 data set using the R

package Biostrings (Pagès et al., 2020). We utilized the simulated

deletions to determine whether the number of any type of motif in

the vicinity of each breakpoint was higher than expected by com-

puting an “experience hit” (eH‐value), that is, the number of times the

number of the motifs in the vicinity of the simulated breakpoints of

the control data set was larger than the number of motifs in the

vicinity of the pathogenic deletion breakpoints, divided by 100. The

relationship between deletion length and motif frequency was then

explored by calculating the average motif frequency for each deletion

length.

2.4 | GC content

GC content was calculated for sequences in 1 kb bins centered at the

breakpoints of the pathogenic deletions and simulated deletions

using custom R codes. GC content was calculated for each deletion

and each location from breakpoints, respectively. We explored the

relationship between GC content and deletion length by considering

average GC content centered around the deletion breakpoint for

each deletion length.

2.5 | Mfold and SNP analyses

We installed mfold v.3.6 (http://www.unafold.org/mfold/software/

download‐mfold.php) on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release

7.9 and launched the program in C on a parallel environment using

the Message Passing Interface. We partitioned the human genome

sequence version hg38 into 6,176,502 nonoverlapping 500‐base bins

and used mfold to compute the strongest ΔG value for the global

folding into hairpin‐loop structures for each of these 500‐base se-

quences. Sequences with gaps and “N,” were removed from further

analyses. To determine the relationships between GC content and

ΔG, we first computed the GC content of the 500‐base sequences,

ranked them by ΔG values, binned the ranked data into 100 bins, each

containing ~54,000 sequences, and computed the average GC content

for each of the 100 bins. The genomic coordinates of single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) were taken from dbSNP build 151 (http://

hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/database/); these were

used to assess the number of SNPs within ±500 bases flanking the

junctions of 3373 gross deletions >20 bp and 1000 1 kb random se-

quences (control2). The sequences for control2 were obtained with

bedtools and twoBitToFa (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/

linux.x86_64/) from an initial set of 1500 sequences from which the Y

chromosome and records with gaps and “N” were discarded. In contrast

to control1, control2 was intended to represent random sampling

genome‐wide. Statistical significance was assessed using the non‐

parametric Mann–Whitney rank‐sum test.

2.6 | Microhomology analysis

To determine the extent to which microhomologies are associated

with deletion variants, we used MHcut (Grajcarek et al., 2019) to

search for homologous sequences at the junction sequences of de-

letion variants, thereby yielding a score with which to evaluate any

microhomology present. For each deletion entry, microhomology was

tested for both flanking configurations (5′ flanking region with 3′

variant sequence and 3′ flanking region with 5′ variant sequence),

from which we selected the one with the highest score. The en-

richment of microhomologies in the flanking sequence of deletions

was assessed by means of the χ
2 test.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Non‐B DNA‐forming repeats and deletion

breakpoints

A major goal of this study was to ascertain whether gene deletions

causing human inherited disease occur disproportionately at sites

that are capable of adopting non‐B DNA structures, including hairpin

and looped‐out bases (direct repeats [DR] and short tandem repeats

[STR]), cruciform (inverted repeats [IR]), mirror repeats (MR), G4 DNA

(G‐quartets [GQ]), and left‐handed Z‐DNA (Z‐DNA [Z]). We show

two typical examples of these repeats around both the longer dele-

tions and shorter deletions in Figure S2. Using criteria defined in

previous studies (Cer et al., 2011, 2013) and inTable S3, we searched

for uninterrupted versions of each type of repeat within a 1 kb

window centered at each deletion breakpoint. Then, we analyzed the

length distribution of each type of repeat, and found that most of the

identified repeat sequences were less than 50 bp in length (Figure 1).
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As shown in Figure 1, more IR and STR were found in the deletion‐

flanking sequences than other types of repeats. The distribution (on a

log scale) of the number of deletions against the deletion length is

shown in Figure S3.

We compared the total numbers of repeats within 1 kb bins

centered at the breakpoints for the HGMD‐deletion data and the

simulated deletion data set. All repeats occurred with a higher fre-

quency in the vicinity of the gross deletions (length >20 bp) than in

the control1 data set (Table 1). However, when we combined the

gross deletions and microdeletions, we found that the numbers of

repeats in the individual DR, IR, MR, STR, and Z DNA categories

around the pathogenic deletion breakpoints were lower than those

around the simulated data (Table 1 and Figure 2). Table S5 shows the

detailed comparison of frequencies of different types of non‐B DNA‐

forming repeat in the vicinity of breakpoints of deletions of different

lengths. The frequencies of GQ around the pathogenic deletion

breakpoints were higher than around the simulated data when the

GQ was about 150 bp away from the deletion breakpoints

(Figure 2d). However, when the GQ was close to the deletion

breakpoints, the frequency of this repeat around the pathogenic

deletion breakpoints was lower than around the simulated data

(Figure 2d). We also partitioned the GQs around the breakpoints of

deletions into G‐rich GQs (15,931/32,067, 49.68%) and C‐rich GQs

(16,136/32,067, 50.32%), and compared their frequencies around

pathogenic deletion breakpoints with the simulated data, control1.

We found that the frequencies of C‐ and G‐rich GQs around

breakpoints of pathogenic deletions were rather similar and generally

higher than around the simulated deletion breakpoints of control1

(Figure S4A and B). Then, we identified GQs in the human genome by

means of the non‐B DB. In total, 360,575 GQs were identified

genome‐wide. Among them, 11,450 were observed within 150 bp of

the breakpoints of the deletions. A χ
2 test indicated that the deletion

breakpoints were significantly enriched in GQs within 150 bp com-

pared to genomic regions without deletions (p < 2.2e−16). When we

used the χ
2 test to examine the enrichment of GQs between 150 and

500 bp to the deletion breakpoints, we also found GQs to be sig-

nificantly enriched in this region (p = 8.237e−06). Thus, the posi-

tioning of deletion breakpoints is likely related to the presence of

GQs.

To ascertain whether we could identify a cut‐off that would help

to functionally distinguish gross deletions from microdeletions based

on the occurrence of non‐B DNA‐forming motifs, we determined the

average frequency of all types of non‐B DNA‐forming repeat in the

1 kb bins centered at the deletion breakpoints. As shown in Figure 3a,

as the length of the pathogenic deletions increased, so too did the

average frequency of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats around the dele-

tion breakpoints. When the deletion length was ≤8 bp, the frequency

of occurrence of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats in the vicinity of de-

letion breakpoints was lower than random expectation. Here, only

40,037 deletions shorter than 106 bp in length were analyzed be-

cause beyond this length the number of deletions of each length was

less than 4 and the number of deletions was only 4.9% of the total.

When we used a 10 bp sliding window to separate the deletions into

bins and computed the average frequency of non‐B DNA‐forming

repeats around the deletion breakpoints for the deletions in each bin,

F IGURE 1 Repeat length distribution in all 1 kb bins centered at

the breakpoints of the HGMD‐deletion data. DR, direct repeats; GQ,

G‐quartets; IR, inverted repeats; MR, mirror repeats; STR, short

tandem repeats; Z, Z‐DNA

TABLE 1 The density of non‐B

DNA‐forming motifs in 1 kb sequences

lefted at breakpoints as presented by

average numbers of repeats per kb

Repeat

type Deletion (n/kb) Microdeletion (n/kb)

Gross deletion

(deletions >20 bp)

(n/kb) Control (n/kb)

ALL 83.22 (0–1095) 81.871 (0–1095) 98.713 (0–735) 89.176 (1.2–1148.6)

DR 12.441 (0–881.5) 12.086 (0–881.5) 16.518 (0–621) 13.797 (0–616.2)

IR 43.32 (0–394.5) 43.045 (0–394.5) 46.48 (0–313.5) 45.137 (0–575.85)

MR 2.352 (0–219) 2.252 (0–219) 3.504 (0–83) 2.935 (0–152.45)

GQ 11.118 (0–511) 11.075 (0–511) 11.618 (0–328) 9.355 (0–524.5)

STR 11.992 (0–257) 11.46 (0–257) 18.108 (0–238) 15.477 (0–396.9)

Z 1.996 (0–206) 1.954 (0–206) 2.485 (0–92.5) 2.476 (0–231.1)

Abbreviations: DR, direct repeats; GQ, G‐quartets; IR, inverted repeats; MR, mirror repeats; STR, short

tandem repeats; Z, Z‐DNA.
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we found that deletion length was positively correlated with the

frequency of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats although this was not

statistically significant (Pearson Correlation Coefficient [PCC] = 0.33,

p = 0.32) (Figure S5).

We then tested the correlation between deletion length and the

frequency of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats. When the deletion length

was ≤9 bp, the PCC of deletion length and average non‐B DNA‐

forming repeat frequency was 0.79 (p = 1.10E−2). When the deletion

length was less than ≤27 bp, the PCC attained its maximal value, 0.91

(p = 3.39E−11), whereas when the deletion length was less than

≤30 bp, the PCC was 0.80 (p = 9.06E−8) (Figure 3c). There was

however no significant correlation between deletion length and

F IGURE 2 Frequency of non‐B DNA forming repeats occurring near the breakpoints of the HGMD‐deletion data set. The x‐axis represents

the position relative to the deletion breakpoint whilst the y‐axis is the repeat frequency. (a–f) Depict the frequencies of direct repeats (DR),

inverted repeats (IR), mirror repeats (MR), G‐quadruplex‐forming (GQ), short tandem repeats (STR), and Z DNA sequences, respectively. These

frequencies refer to the proportion of sequences with repeats at each location
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repeat frequency in control1 (Figure 3b). These findings indicate that

the non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency in the vicinity of the

breakpoints of deletions ≤27 bp in length was significantly and po-

sitively correlated with deletion length. When the deletion length was

>30 bp, no significant correlation was observed between deletion

length and the average non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency

(Figure 3b). Thus, we speculate that 30 bp could represent a natural

cut‐off that serves to separate the pathogenic deletions into two

relatively distinct (albeit overlapping) groups, with the larger deletions

(with length >30 bp) having more complicated mechanisms of for-

mation than the shorter deletions.

The relationship between the frequencies of the different types

of non‐B DNA‐forming repeat and the deletion length is shown in

Figure S6. For G‐quadruplex‐forming (GQ) sequences, a strong cor-

relation (PCC = 0.87, p = 3.48E−10) was observed between deletion

length and repeat frequency when the deletion length was ≤30 bp.

For IR, DR, and STR, strong correlations (PCC = 0.72 and p = 1.3E−2,

PCC = 0.76 and p = 5E−6, and PCC = 0.73 and p = 1.57E−5, respec-

tively) were observed when the deletion length was ≤11, ≤27, and
≤27 bp, respectively. However, no strong correlation was observed

between deletion length and the average frequencies of MR and

Z‐DNA‐forming repeats. Taken together, for DR, GQ, and STR, the

frequencies of these repeats were significantly correlated with

deletion length when the deletions were ≤30 bp; for IR, the repeat

frequencies were significantly correlated with deletion length when

the deletions were ≤10 bp. These results suggest that a more precise

cut‐off to separate deletions mechanistically into microdeletions and

gross deletions might lie between 10 and 30 bp.

To further investigate the non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency

and distribution in the vicinity of breakpoints of deletions of different

lengths, we used 30 bp as a cut‐off to divide the pathogenic deletions

in the HGMD‐deletion data set into gross deletions and microdele-

tions and then analyzed the frequency of DR, GQ, and STR repeats in

the vicinity of the breakpoints. We observed two frequency peaks of

DR and STR repeats for deletions >30 bp and two frequency valleys

for deletions ≤30 bp (Figure 4a,c).

However, no obvious frequency peak or valley was observed for

GQ repeats flanking deletions >30 bp whereas a valley was found

around the breakpoint location of deletions ≤30 bp (Figure 4b). When

we divided the GQ repeats into G‐rich and C‐rich, we found that the

F IGURE 3 Relationship between deletion length and average non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency. (a) The relationship between deletion

length and average repeat frequency within a 1 kb bin of breakpoints. (b) Correlations were observed between deletion length and the average

repeat frequency for deletion lengths <31 bp, whereas no significant correlations were observed for control1 or deletion lengths >30 bp. (c)

Significant correlations were observed between deletion length and repeat frequency in 1 kb sequence centered at breakpoints by different

cut‐offs for deletions of length ≤9, ≤27, and ≤30 bp, respectively
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frequencies of G‐rich GQ repeats and C‐rich GQ repeats around

breakpoints of short and long pathogenic deletions were close, and

exhibited valleys around the breakpoints of deletions with length

≤30 bp (Figure S4C). The underlying reason for the absence of any

obvious frequency peak of GQ repeats for deletions with length >30

bp appears to be due to the fact that G4 structures arising from GQ

repeats may cause DNA polymerase pausing when associated with

certain short motifs, which in turn promotes short deletions. Indeed,

when we analyzed the probability of co‐occurrence of GQ around

deletions with short motifs found at DNA polymerase pause sites

(Table S6), 91.1% of the GQs co‐occurred together with such short

motifs.

We also used 10 bp as a cut‐off to divide the deletions into

microdeletions and gross deletions and to analyze the frequency of IR

in the vicinity of breakpoints. The frequencies of IR repeats showed a

peak around the breakpoint of deletions with length >10 bp, and a

valley at the breakpoint of deletions with length ≤10 bp (Figure 4d).

These results suggest that the deletions separated by a cut‐off into

two groups had different properties in terms of the frequencies of

non‐B DNA‐forming repeats in the vicinity of breakpoints.

The patterns observed for the frequencies of non‐B DNA‐forming

repeats in the vicinity of deletion breakpoints contrasted with the flat

lines seen in controls (Figure 4), supporting the conclusion that either

a 30 or a 10 bp cut‐off can functionally distinguish microdeletions

from gross deletions.

In summary, the frequency and distribution of non‐B DNA

forming repeats in the vicinity of pathogenic deletion breakpoints

were clearly different when comparing deletions ≤30 and >30 bp

(Figure 4). These differences may reflect heterogeneity in the un-

derlying causative mechanisms responsible for both groups of dele-

tion. For the breakpoints of deletions ≤30 bp, the number of non‐B

DNA‐forming repeats increased in the breakpoint flanking regions in

a “mirror image” fashion, suggesting that these breakpoints are either

rarely located within non‐B DNA forming sequences or that limited

resection occurs before repair. Nevertheless, the increase in the

frequency of these repeats at breakpoint flanking regions supports

the view that non‐B DNA structures induced nearby DNA breakage

or polymerase stalling. Indeed, a comparable pattern of non‐B DNA‐

forming sequences was not observed in either the control data set or

in pathogenic deletions >30 bp. Rather, the most striking difference

F IGURE 4 Repeat frequencies occurring near the breakpoints of deletions of different length. (a–d) are the average frequencies of direct

repeats (DR), G‐quadruplex‐forming (QG), short tandem repeats (STR), and inverted repeats (IR), respectively
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between the ≤30 bp and >30 bp deletions was observed with respect

to the distribution of direct repeats, which exhibited the highest

frequency directly at breakpoints, suggesting replication slippage to

be the initiating event for the genetic alteration.

3.2 | Non‐B DNA‐forming repeat motifs associated

with deletions

Next, we wished to ascertain whether the short deletions and long

deletions were associated with different types of repeat motif. Six

types of non‐B DNA‐forming repeat, DR, GQ, IR, MR, Z‐DNA, and

STR, were investigated in this study. For each type of repeat, we

obtained the top 10 most frequent sequences occurring in the vici-

nity of breakpoints of deletions with length >30 or≤30 bp (Figure S7).

Interestingly, most repeat motifs occurring in the vicinity of short

deletions were different from the repeat motifs occurring in the vi-

cinity of the long deletions (Figure S7). For DR (Figure S7A and B), all

of the top 10 repeat motifs in deletions >30 bp were single nucleo-

tide repeats whereas in deletions ≤30 bp, only one of the top 10

repeats in DR was a single base repeat. Meanwhile, for MR, we ob-

served six single nucleotide repeat motifs (all motifs were nucleotide

poly‐A repeats) among the deletions >30 bp whereas only three single

nucleotide repeats were found in the deletions ≤30 bp (Figure S7E and

F). Thus, there may be a preference for single nucleotide repeats (poly A,

poly T, poly C, or poly G) around deletion breakpoints ≥30 bp. From

Figures S7I and J, we can see that seven of the top 10 repeat motifs

occurring in STR are shared between the long deletions and the short

deletions. We also noted that the sequence preference of Z‐DNA re-

peats in long deletions is similar to the sequence preference associated

with short deletions (Figure S7K and L). The underlying reason may be

that for the STR and Z‐DNA repeats, the cut‐off in terms of partitioning

the deletions into short and long groups does not lie around 30 bp

(Figure S6). Frequencies of Z‐DNA repeats were not found to correlate

with the deletion length. When Z‐DNA was divided into two groups

according to deletion length, a frequency peak was observed at the

breakpoints (Figure S8F) of long deletions (length >20 bp) but not at the

breakpoints of short deletions (≤20 bp). Thus, if we use the frequency of

Z‐DNA to define gross deletions, 20 bp may be the appropriate cut‐off.

3.3 | Relationship between GC content and

deletion length

We next determined the GC content within the 1 kb bins centered at

the breakpoints in the HGMD‐deletion data set and the control1 data

set. As shown in Figure 5a, the GC content was at its maximum at

precisely 1 bp from the breakpoint and was invariably higher for

pathogenic deletions than for the control1 data set (Student's t test

p < 2.2E−16). The average GC content was then determined for de-

letions of different lengths. When the deletion length was≤29 bp, the

correlation between deletion length and GC content attained its

highest value, with PCC = 0.87 (p = 6.0E−10) (Figure 5b). Indeed, GC

content correlated positively (PCC = 0.71 and p = 7.3E−7) with dele-

tion length up to a length of ≤38 bp. These results suggest that, in

relation to GC content, 29–38 bp represents a potential cut‐off that

can serve to divide pathogenic deletions into gross deletions and

microdeletions. When we used either 29 or 38 bp as a cut‐off to

partition the deletions into two groups, the GC content of the short

deletions was higher than that of the longer deletions at the break-

point (Figure S9). Thus, short and long deletions partitioned by the

cut‐off exhibit differences in GC content at the breakpoints.

The correlation between deletion length and GC content was in-

triguing because high GC content is expected to generate local folded‐

back hairpin‐loop DNA structures with high thermodynamic stability.

Therefore, we assessed the relationships between GC content and

hairpin‐loop structures by first dividing the human reference genome

into ~6 million 500‐base sequences and determining for each sequence

the highest free‐energy (ΔG) value with the potential to fold into

complex hairpin‐loop structures. Most genomic sequences displayed

weakly stable hairpin‐loops, peaking at a ΔG value of −37.5 kcal/mol

(Figure 5c). Next, we determined the GC content for each sequence

genome‐wide and assessed the relationships between ΔG and GC

content; these showed that, as predicted, GC content correlates with

the stability of hairpin‐loop structures, and that the bulk of the genome

exhibits a GC content of ~0.35 (Figure 5d). Of note, the GC content of

microdeletions was comparatively higher (0.45–0.55), implying that

these mutations occurred within genomic regions prone to fold into

metastable hairpin‐look structures.

Analyses of copy‐number variants in healthy individuals (Abyzov

et al., 2015; Dhokarh & Abyzov, 2016; Hinds et al., 2006), of pa-

thologic complex rearrangements (Carvalho et al., 2013; Wang

et al., 2015) and of common fragile sites (Twayana et al., 2021), have

shown that these tend to occur within genomic domains that are

intrinsically unstable, such that they tend to co‐occur with increased

densities of SNPs and micro‐mutations, pointing to error‐prone DNA

replication and repair. Therefore, given that our gross deletions oc-

curred within a wide range of GC content (Figure 5b), we compared

the number of SNPs within ±500 bp of their junctions with that of a

control data set comprising 1000 random sites genome‐wide (con-

trol2). Somewhat surprisingly, the number of SNPs flanking the gross

deletions was lower than expected. SNP densities have been shown

to vary within gene regions with the extent of sequence conservation

(Castle, 2011); therefore, it is possible that, since our gross deletions

are invariably pathogenic, they occurred within functional genomic

regions that have been under selective constraint, and hence have

incurred reduced variability in the human population. In summary, our

data support the view that most deletions have occurred in regions of

high GC content, and that the length of microdeletions correlates

directly with GC content.

3.4 | Motif frequency and deletion length

The motif analysis was performed to determine the frequencies of a

series of specific DNA sequence motifs around the breakpoints of the
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pathogenic deletions. In total, 78 motifs (Table S4) were surveyed

from previous publications (Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005;

Chuzhanova et al., 2009). For each deletion from the HGMD data set,

we calculated the motif frequency at each location in 1 kb bins

centered at the breakpoints. Each deletion in the HGMD data set had

100 simulated deletions in the control0 data set, for which we also

calculated the frequency of motifs. Considering all motifs together,

we compared the motif frequencies in the vicinity of the breakpoints

of the pathogenic deletions (HGMD‐deletion data set) to the motif

frequencies in the vicinity of breakpoints in deletions from the con-

trol0 data set. We found that the motif frequencies flanking the

pathogenic breakpoints decreased gradually with distance from 150

bp to the breakpoint, and then attained their highest values precisely

one base pair from the breakpoint itself (Figure S10), reflecting the

likely contributions of these motifs to the formation of the deletions.

By contrast, the motif frequencies in the vicinity of the deletion

breakpoints from the control0 data set were remarkably similar ir-

respective of their distances from the breakpoints.

When we considered the frequencies of individual motifs in the

vicinity of breakpoints, the distributions could be classified into four

subtypes (Table S7), “Valleys,” “Peaks,” “M shapes,” and “Others”

(Figure S11‐S16). In total, 22 motifs were grouped as “Valleys”

(Figure S11 and S12) whose frequencies decreased with decreasing

distance to the breakpoints and reached their lowest values at the

breakpoints themselves. Among these motifs, motif25, motif26, mo-

tif44, motif45, motif49, and motif66 are recombination hotspots which

are rarely seen around deletion breakpoints. Motif77 (RRRRRRRRRR)

and motif78 (YYYYYYYYYY) are long polypurine/polypyrimidine tracts

which have been noted to be over‐represented at translocation

breakpoints (Abeysinghe et al., 2003). A total of 28 motifs were grouped

as “Peaks” (Figure S13 and S14), and their frequencies increased with

decreasing distance to the breakpoints and reached their highest values

F IGURE 5 GC content in the vicinity of deletion breakpoints and the relationship between deletions and SNPs. (a) GC content in the vicinity

of all the pathogenic deletion breakpoints and the simulated data. (b) Relationship between deletion length and GC content. When deletion

length was less than 38 bp, it was significantly correlated with GC content (PCC = 0.71 and p = 7.3E−7). (c) Histogram of genome‐wide

distribution of ΔG values from mfold for folded‐back harpin‐loop structures. Reference line, ΔG value at the distribution peak. (d) Dot‐plot of the

relationship between ΔG and GC content genome‐wide. Shaded area, ΔG values for GC content 0.45–0.55, corresponding approximately to

deletions <30 bp. Reference line, as in panel (c). (e) Box plot of number of SNPs for gross deletions and control2. Medians and p values from

Mann–Whitney rank‐sum test are shown. Outliers were removed for the sake of clarity. SNP, single‐nucleotide polymorphisms
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precisely at the breakpoints. Among the motifs in “peak” style, the

motif2 (CTY), motif3 (GTY), motif48 (TAC), and motif51 (RAG) are

vertebrate/plant topoisomerase I consensus cleavage sites, and motif6

(RNYNNCNNGYNGKTNYNY) is the vertebrate topoisomerase II con-

sensus cleavage site, which have been reported to occur around dele-

tion breakpoints (Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005). The motif29

(ACG) and motif30 (GCS) are DNA polymerase α pause site core se-

quences, whereas motif31 (WGGAG) is a DNA polymerase arrest site

which may slow or stop the replication fork, increasing the time during

which the single‐stranded DNA is exposed in the replication fork,

thereby increasing the chance of DNA breakage (Abeysinghe

et al., 2003; Chuzhanova et al., 2009). The other motifs in the “peak”

have been reported to occur in deletion hotspots (Abeysinghe

et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005; Chuzhanova et al., 2009).

In total, 14 motifs were grouped in an “M shape” (Figure S15) being

characterized by frequencies that were distributed as an “M” shaped

curve. Six out of seven immunoglobulins heavy chain class switch re-

peats exhibit an “M shape” in motif frequency distribution. Among them,

motif11 (GGGCT), motif12 (GGGGT), motif13 (TGGGG), motif41

(ACCCC), and motif53 (CCCCA) exhibit high GC content, while motif14

(TGAGC) is characterized by low GC content. The motifs with high GC

content occur at a relatively high frequency at a distance of 100–250 bp

from the breakpoint, which may be related to the Okazaki fragments. As

far as we are aware, this is a novel finding.

Finally, 11 motifs were grouped as “Others” (Figure S16) and

were characterized by frequencies that were unrelated to distance

from the breakpoints. Many of these “patterns” are exclusive to the

pathogenic deletion data set and hence may indicate specific se-

quence differences between both datasets that are functionally re-

levant and predispose these regions to instability.

We counted the frequency of each motif in 10 bp bins centered at

each breakpoint of the HGMD‐deletion data set and the 100 simulated

breakpoints. Then, we calculated the “experience hit” eH‐values to

assess the significance of each motif in the vicinity of the control

breakpoints and the average eH‐value of this motif over all the deletion

breakpoints in the HGMD‐deletion data set. The eH‐value indicates the

number of times the number of the motifs in the vicinity of the simu-

lated breakpoints of the control data set was larger than the number of

motifs in the vicinity of the pathogenic deletion breakpoints, divided by

100. We found that 23 motifs occurred more frequently (eH‐

value < 0.05) in 10 bp bins centered at the breakpoints of the patho-

genic deletion data set than at the breakpoints from the simulated data

set (Figure 6a). These motifs were "CTY,” “RNYNNCNNGYNGKT

NYNY,” “GCCCWSSW,” “GCTGGTGG,” “GCWGGWGG,” “GGAGGTGG

GCAGGARG,” “AGAGGTGGGCAGGTGG,” “GAAAATGAAGCTATT

TACCCAGGA,” “TGRRKM,” “CAGR,” “GCS,” “WGGAG,” “CTGGCG,”

“RGAC,” “RAG,” “ACYYMK,” “CCG,” “GTAAGT,” “CGGCGG,” “TTCTTC,”

“CCACCA,” “GCCCCG,” “GGAGAA” (Table 2), which included four mo-

tifs identified by Ball et al. (2005). The one‐sided Fisher's Exact test was

used to examine if the motifs identified by Ball et al. overrepresented as

motifs occurred more frequently in 10 bp bins centered at the break-

points of the pathogenic deletion data set than at the breakpoints from

the simulated data set. No significant result was identified with OR=

0.35 and p = 0.055. We calculated the average frequencies of all 78

motifs in 1 kb bins centered at the deletion breakpoints to explore the

relationship between motif frequency and deletion length (Figure 6b)

and identified six motifs for which the frequencies significantly corre-

lated with deletion length (PCC > 0.7 and p< 1E−6) (Figure S17).

3.5 | Microhomology analysis for deletions and

control1 data

To ascertain microhomologies, we used MHcut, which searches for

homologous sequences within the flanking sequences of deletion

variants. Of the 15,453 deletions with a minimum size of 3 bp, 40%

F IGURE 6 Sequence motifs around the breakpoints of deletions. (a) eH‐values for the difference between frequencies of motif occurrence

in 10 bp bins centered at the breakpoints of the deletion data set and the simulated data set; 16 motifs were found to occur more frequently

(eH‐value <0.01) in 10 bp bins centered at the breakpoints of the pathogenic deletion breakpoints than in 10 bp bins centered at the breakpoints

of the control data set including simulated breakpoints. (b) Relationship between deletion length and average motif frequency; each point

represents the average motif frequency occurring in the vicinity of deletions of a certain length
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(6195) were flanked by microhomologies of at least 3 bp, which is

significantly higher than the corresponding probability (7.3%± 0.2%)

from control1 (t test p < 2.2E−6). For the remaining deletions, 59.4%

of 1 bp deletions were found with at least 1 bp flanking micro-

homologies (control1: 28.2%± 0.2%), and 71.3% of 2 bp deletions

were detected with at least 2 bp flanking microhomologies (control1:

8.7%± 0.1%), thereby implicating microhomologies as a common

enriched characteristic feature of pathogenic deletion breakpoints.

When we divided the pathogenic deletions in the HGMD data set

into two groups using 30 bp as a cutoff, we found that 42% of

sequences flanking deletions of length <30 bp have microhomologies

while 29% of sequences flanking longer deletions have

microhomologies. The χ
2 test indicated that the short deletions

(length <30 bp) were enriched (p < 2.2E−16) with microhomologies as

compared to the longer deletions. However, there was no significant

correlation between the frequency of microhomologies and deletion

length.

3.6 | Gross deletions and microdeletions are

naturally partitioned

Our analysis indicates that the frequencies of non‐B DNA‐forming

repeat, GC content, and specific sequence motifs all correlated with

TABLE 2 Sequence motifs present

more frequently (eH‐value <0.05) in 10 bp

bins centered at the breakpoints of the

pathogenic deletion data set

(HGMD‐deletion) than in the breakpoints

from the simulated data set

Motif sequence Motif description

Average

eH‐value

GCCCWSSW Translin target sites 0

GCTGGTGG χ element 0

GGAGGTGGGCAGGARG Human hypervariable minisatellite core

sequence

0

AGAGGTGGGCAGGTGG Human hypervariable minisatellite

recombination sequence

0

GAAAATGAAGCTATTTACCCAGGA Mariner transposon‐like element

(30end)

0

GCS DNA polymerase α pause site core

sequence

0

WGGAG DNA polymerase arrest site 0

CTGGCG DNA polymerase α frameshift hotspots 0

RGAC Murine MHC deletion hotspot 0

RAG Vertebrate/plant topoisomerase I

consensus cleavage site

0

CCG Fragile X breakpoint cluster repeat 0

GTAAGT Indel hotspot 0

CGGCGG Human Fra(X) breakpoint cluster 0

TTCTTC Hamster and human APRT deletion

hotspot

0

GCCCCG “Super‐hotspot” motifs 0

GGAGAA “Super‐hotspot” motifs 0

RNYNNCNNGYNGKTNYNY Vertebrate topoisomerase II consensus

cleavage site

5.00E−04

GCWGGWGG Human minisatellite conserved

sequence/χ‐like element

5.00E−04

CTY Vertebrate/plant topoisomerase I

consensus cleavage sites

0.001

CCACCA “Super‐hotspot” motifs 0.001

CAGR Murine MHC deletion hotspot 0.0015

TGRRKM Deletion hotspot consensus sequence 0.0035

ACYYMK Deletion hotspot consensus sequence 0.0035
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the length of the deletions when deletion length was shorter than a

given threshold (Figures 3a, 5b, and 6b). The PCC values plotted

against deletion lengths are shown in Figure 7a. Here, PCC re-

presents the extent of the correlation between deletion length and

the frequencies of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats, GC content, and the

frequencies of the sequence motifs being explored. As indicated in

Figure 7a, when the deletion length was <25 bp, the PCC values

pertaining to motif frequency and deletion length were negatively

correlated. The PCC of the correlation between non‐B DNA‐forming

repeat frequencies and deletion length attained its maximum value

when the deletion length was 25 bp. The highest PCC value for the

correlation between the deletion length and GC content was ob-

served when the deletion length was 29 bp. Thus, we conclude that

25–30 bp may be a natural threshold to functionally distinguish gross

deletions from microdeletions in terms of the underlying generative

mechanisms.

3.7 | Can we score the deletions so as to separate

the gross deletions and microdeletions naturally?

For each deletion, we calculated the non‐B DNA‐forming repeat

frequency, GC content, and motif frequency in the region around it.

Subsequently, we obtained the percentile ranking (PR) of the dele-

tions in the HGMD‐repeat database according to the cumulative non‐

B DNA‐forming repeat frequency, GC content, and motif frequency.

Then, each deletion was scored by summing the PR of the deletion in

terms of the frequency of non‐B DNA‐forming repeats, GC content,

and motif frequencies in the HGMD‐deletion database. This score

was termed the PR score. We then investigated the correlation be-

tween the PR scores of deletions and the deletion lengths. As shown

in Figure 7b, when the deletion length was less than 46 bp, the

average PR score for deletions of each length was significantly

(PCC = 0.71 and p = 4.1E−8) correlated with deletion length. When

the deletion length was >46 bp, no significant correlation was ob-

served between the average PR score for deletions of each length

and the deletion length. When we investigated the relationship be-

tween PR scores and deletion length with respect to repeat fre-

quencies, GC content, and motif frequencies, respectively, we found

that the deletion length (<31 bp) was significantly (p = 8.8E−9) cor-

related with the PR scores of non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency,

and the deletion length (<47 bp) was significantly (p = 5.0E−8) cor-

related with the PR scores of GC content (Figure S18). These findings

suggest that a deletion length of around 30–47 bp could serve as a

possible natural cutoff to partition microdeletions and gross deletions

on the basis of their PR scores calculated from the non‐B DNA‐

forming repeat frequency, GC content, and motif frequency.

4 | DISCUSSION

Irrespective of whether we consider microdeletions or gross dele-

tions, the mechanisms underlying pathogenic deletions appear to be

strongly influenced by the local DNA sequence environment

(Kondrashov & Rogozin, 2004; Krawczak & Cooper, 1991). The role

of non‐B DNA structures in the formation of cancer‐associated de-

letions, as well as deletions in the germline and in mitochondrial se-

quences, has been appreciated for some time (Bacolla

et al., 2016, 2019; Damas et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2014; Fontana &

Gahlon, 2020; Pabis, 2021; Svetec Miklenić & Svetec, 2021; Zhao

et al., 2010). Such non‐B DNA structures often have key regulatory

functions in DNA replication and transcription but may also cause

genomic instability (Lemmens et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2010). Fur-

thermore, many deletions in the human genome are mediated by

retrotransposon repeat‐dependent mechanisms (Fujimoto

et al., 2021; Mendez‐Dorantes et al., 2020; Morales et al., 2021;

F IGURE 7 The Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and percentile ranking (PR) scores for motif frequency, GC content, or repeat

frequency against deletion length. (a) Distribution of PCC against deletion length. The PCC values represent the correlations between deletion

length and motif frequency, GC content, or repeat frequency. (b) Relationship between deletion length and PR score
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Vocke et al., 2021). Similarly, many studies have indicated a role for

GC content and DNA motif sequences in the formation of micro-

deletions and gross deletions (Cooper et al., 2010; Visser, Shimokawa

et al., 2005). However, the role of these sequence features in the

formation of deletions of different lengths has not yet been metho-

dically examined by robust statistical analyses. Meanwhile, the

somewhat arbitrary definitions traditionally employed to distinguish

between microdeletions and gross deletions have become blurred.

We, therefore, collected 42,098 pathogenic deletions that display a

length continuum stretching from 1 to 28,394,429 bp, from which we

used 40,037 deletions with length <107 bp to perform a compre-

hensive analysis of the relationship between deletion length and non‐

B DNA‐forming sequences, GC content, specific sequence motifs,

the thermodynamic stability of fold‐back hairpin‐loops and

microhomologies.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate that very

short deletions (≤8 bp) have a low probability of co‐occurrence with

non‐B DNA‐forming repeats. However, when the deletion length is

>8 bp but ≤30 bp, the non‐B DNA‐forming repeat frequency neigh-

boring deletion breakpoints is significantly and positively correlated

with deletion length (Figure 3). By contrast, we observed no sig-

nificant correlation between deletion length and repeat frequencies

for deletions >30 bp, a finding that illustrates the complexity of the

mechanisms of formation associated with long deletions versus short

deletions.

In this study, we observed two frequency peaks of DR and STR

repeats for deletions >30 bp and two frequency valleys for deletions

<31 bp (Figure 4a,c). Replication slippage has long been recognized as

a common cause of deletions (MacLean et al., 2006). When DNA is

being processed during replication, direct repeats and short tandem

repeats may produce slipped structures. During this process, the

primer and template strands can transiently dissociate and then re‐

associate in misaligned configurations. If the primer strand containing

the newly synthesized first direct repeat dissociates from the tem-

plate strand and misaligns (slipping forward) at the second direct

repeat, continued DNA synthesis will lead to the deletion of one of

the direct repeats as well as the intervening sequence (Ball

et al., 2005). When the slipped structure is formed, the DNA loops

that do not form double strands are relatively easy to break and

hence tend to be lost. The longer repeats will give rise to longer single

stranded DNA loops with a greater chance of deletion. Moreover, the

longer the repeat, the greater the chance of forming a misaligned

configuration leading to deletion.

This study confirmed and extended previous observations that

deletions of all sizes tend to be concentrated in GC‐rich regions of

the genome. Indeed, high GC content has been associated with a high

level of mutation in general, not just deletions (Abeysinghe

et al., 2003; Albano et al., 2010; Kiktev et al., 2018; Twayana

et al., 2021; Zheng et al., 2013). Furthermore, we found that when

deletion length was less than 38 bp, deletion length and GC content

were positively correlated, with the correlation attaining its highest

value (PCC = 0.87, p = 6.0E−10) when the deletion length was≤29 bp.

A previous study found that increased GC content contributes to the

stabilization of non‐B DNA structures, thereby enhancing the pro-

pensity of deletions to occur (Tanay & Siggia, 2008). Along the same

line, we observed a direct relationship between GC content and the

stability of fold‐back hairpin‐loop structures. Thus, given the direct

correlation of GC content, stability of fold‐back hairpin‐loop struc-

tures, and co‐occurrence of specific sequence motifs with short

(<29 bp) deletions, we propose that the underlying mutational me-

chanism may involve hairpin‐loop bypass through template switching

during DNA replication (Northam et al., 2014). The increased fre-

quency of GQ‐forming repeats in regions flanking the breakpoints of

deletions ≤30 bp may also have contributed, perhaps by transiently

pausing DNA synthesis.

Variable GC content has been associated with both increased

and decreased mutation rates depending upon local sequence con-

text (Carlson et al., 2018) and evolutionary conservation (Castle,

2011). Our finding that pathological gross deletions occurred within

regions of reduced SNP density is consistent with both the functional

impact of, and the evolutionary constraints acting upon, the loci

involved.

Previous studies have reported the involvement of a number of

different sequence motifs in the DNA breakage events leading to

microdeletions and microinsertions (Ball et al., 2005). Several studies

have been performed on the sequence motifs in the vicinity of large

genomic rearrangement breakpoints including large deletions

(Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Dittwald et al., 2013; Férec et al., 2006;

Hillmer et al., 2017; Jahic et al., 2017; Visser, Shimokawa, et al., 2005;

J. Vogt et al., 2014). Here we collected a large number of inherited

pathogenic deletions, representing a continuum of lengths from 1 bp

to 28,394,429 bp, and determined the frequency of occurrence of 78

sequence motifs known to be overrepresented or underrepresented

in the vicinity of breakpoints or sites of gene conversion in the human

genome (Abeysinghe et al., 2003; Ball et al., 2005; Chuzhanova

et al., 2009). We found that the sequence motif frequency was sig-

nificantly and negatively (PCC = −0.62, p = 3.2E−2) correlated with

deletion length when deletions were ≤12 bp. However, the re-

lationship between motif frequency and deletion length may well be

dependent upon the type of motif in question. As shown in

Figures S11–S16, the motif frequencies are distributed quite differ-

ently in the vicinity of the deletion breakpoints; thus, further studies

are required to identify the underlying reasons responsible for the

relationship between deletions and the frequencies of specific motifs.

Here we observed that non‐B DNA‐forming sequences such as

DR, IR, and STR were more abundant at the breakpoints and in

breakpoint‐flanking regions of deletions >30 bp than of deletions ≤30

bp (Figure 4). These repeats may form non‐B DNA structures that

cause replication stalling followed by replication fork repriming

downstream, thereby leading to the deletions, a mechanism de-

scribed as Fork Stalling and Template Switching (FoSTeS) (Lee

et al., 2007). Replication errors mediated by these repeats may cause

deletions >30 bp more frequently than deletions ≤30 bp in length. In

particular, direct repeats and simple tandem repeats were over-

represented immediately juxtaposed to the breakpoints of deletions

>30 bp (Figure 4a,c), indicative of a specific role for these repeats in
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deletion formation. Both types of motifs may form slipped structures

if they are base‐paired with the complementary strand in a misaligned

fashion, causing hairpins or looped‐out bases which may then stall

DNA replication (Zhao et al., 2010). Large deletions were also en-

riched in short A‐tract‐containing motifs (Figure S17), known to

contain flexible and genetically unstable hinges (Bacolla et al., 2015),

thereby supporting the view that, as with small deletions, non-

canonical DNA conformations have contributed to the process of

gross deletion mutagenesis. We suggest that the repair of stalled

replication forks at these noncanonical DNA conformations may have

involved more complex mechanisms than the replication bypass we

propose for small deletions.

Microhomology‐mediated end joining (MMEJ) plays an important

role in double‐strand repair and causes pathogenic deletion and

translocation variants in the human genome (McVey & Lee, 2008;

Verdin et al., 2013). MMEJ repairs DNA breaks via the use of sub-

stantial microhomology and creates precise deletions without in-

troducing insertions or other mutations at the breakpoints. We

identified microhomologies within the breakpoint flanking regions of

60% of the HGMD deletions indicating that MMEJ is an important

mechanism underlying pathogenic deletions in humans. This is in

accord with the findings of Grajcarek et al. (2019) who identified

microhomologies at the breakpoints of 57% of the deletions included

in ClinVar. Additionally, we found that more than 42% of the

breakpoint flanking regions of short deletions (<30 bp) have micro-

homologies, somewhat higher than for the breakpoint flanking re-

gions within long deletions (29%). To our knowledge, this is the first

investigation to compare the occurrence of microhomologies in short

and long deletions.

It is well known that replication‐based mechanisms are often

involved in the formation of deletions and duplications of various

sizes (Ankala et al., 2012; Geng et al., 2021; Hambarde et al., 2021;

Tsutakawa et al., 2021; Seo et al., 2020; Vissers et al., 2009; Zhao

et al., 2010). Our findings suggest that these mechanisms contribute

to both the formation of pathogenic microdeletions <30 bp and gross

deletions ≥30 bp. However, the different frequencies and distribution

profiles of non‐B DNA‐forming sequence motifs at the breakpoints

and within breakpoint‐flanking regions of both groups of deletions

suggest that the replication errors underlying these deletions are

induced by different types, and perhaps different sizes, of non‐B

DNA structure.

Overall, this study suggests 25–30 bp as a threshold that can be

used to distinguish gross deletions and microdeletions in terms of

their likely underlying mechanisms of mutagenesis. This notional

threshold is based on the observation of the correlations between

deletion length, non‐B DNA‐forming repeats frequencies, GC con-

tent, and sequence motif frequencies (Figure 7a). For deletion lengths

greater than 30 bp, correlations start to weaken, and they tend to

disappear at lengths greater than 50 bp. Although establishing a

threshold to distinguish gross deletions from microdeletions is to

some extent dependent on the intended research purpose, there is

value in being able to draw distinctions based upon objective ana-

lyses. The approach and results reported here provide a path forward

that should allow us to move away from arbitrary dividing lines and

arrive at information‐based knowledge concerning the rather differ-

ent generative mechanisms underlying microdeletions and gross

deletions.
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